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Understanding the ecology and evolution of animals requires fundamental insights into the decision making of individuals. Animal populations are characterized by individuals usually moving in space and time to explore and exploit resources, find partners, or escape predators. Thus many decisions they make have a spatial component, potentially affecting reproduction and survival. Decisions where to move when has implications for access to information about the environment and for encountering predators, potential mates and competitors and thus for the social dynamics. Yet, despite a profound understanding on selection pressures on animals, we still have very little information about individual spatial activities as it is very difficult to track free ranging animals over a prolonged period of time. Even though GPS devices can provide high accuracy tracking data, they are limited to larger animals. Also novel light-weight GPS tags are limited for continuous tracking, due to their (still) low battery life time (Wikelski et al. 2007). For small animals, radio-tracking has been a successful alternative as light weight senders can last for several weeks. Yet, radio tracking usually requires a person to follow a given individual and mark its locations at regular time intervals which is a time consuming expedition specifically for mobile small animals, such as songbirds (Naef-Daenzer 1994; Naguib et al. 2001; Amrhein et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2009).

Songbirds are a key model organism for research on the ecology and evolution of vertebrate behaviour. Studies on the song of the males as well as less variable traits, like colour ornaments have provided important insights into how selection acts on these traits and in many species reproductive success can be readily determined, allowing to link behaviour and life history traits to environmental factors and fitness. Yet, due to the difficulty of following individuals over prolonged periods of time, many of the behavioural mechanisms underlying fitness effects are not well understood. Where and when do individuals forage? How do they explore their environment and how are the spatial associations among neighbouring birds? Are females near males when these males sing, and if so, how long do they stay nearby and listen? Advances in understanding such questions require to follow individuals, at best, continuously in space and time, allowing to also determine individual’s position within a social network (Croft et al. 2007).

By using the Encounternet (Burtsoft, Portland, Oregon), a state-of-the-art technology of digital radio tags (Mennill et al. 2012), combined with a grid of receivers placed at the study site we were able to collect unprecedented data on spatial movements of several individuals at the same time and their social connectivity in a natural population of wild great tits (Parus major). Great tits are resident, non-migratory songbirds. During their breeding season they are territorial, yet have large home ranges, encountering each other regularly (Hinde 1952). These novel tracking techniques allow to determine home ranges of many individuals simultaneously and to determine which individuals meet where and when.

In this presentation we will provide insights into the functioning of this tracking system and show data on spatial movements and social network structure of great tits.
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